Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The Automatic speech recognition (ASR) system is one of the leading technologies acting on man--machine communication in real-world applications (Furui [@CR6]). The ASR system is composed of two main modules. The first one is the acoustic Front-end (or feature extractor). This module generally uses the classical acoustic feature extraction techniques such as Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) (Hermansky [@CR9]), Linear Prediction Coding (LPC) (Atal and Hanauer [@CR2]), Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC) (Atal [@CR1]) and Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) (Davis and Mermelstein [@CR5]). The second module is the classifier which is commonly based on the Hidden Markov Models.

The early feature based techniques involve incorporation of different psychoacoustic and neurophysical knowledge obtained from the study of the human auditory system which is capable of segmenting, localizing, and recognizing speech signal in noisy conditions without a noticeable degradation in performance of recognition (Rabiner and Juang [@CR19]).

Generally, the feature extraction techniques are based on auditory filter modelling which uses a filterbank to simulate the cochlear filtering (Meddis et al. [@CR15]). The efficient modelling of this auditory filterbank will improve the recognition performance and the features robustness in noisy environments.

The gammatone filterbank has been employed as the auditory filter modelling in various speech processing systems such as the Computational Auditory Scene Analysis system (Wang and Brown [@CR22]).

Irino and Patterson have proposed an excellent candidate model for asymmetric, level-dependent cochlear filter called the Gammachirp auditory filter consistent with basic physiological data (Irino and Patterson [@CR11], [@CR12]). This filter represents an extension of the gammatone filter characterized by an additional chirp parameter in order to produce an asymmetric amplitude spectrum. It provides an approximation of the auditory frequency response.

In this paper, we propose a biologically-inspired feature extraction method for robust recognition of noisy speech signals. The proposed method is based on the human auditory system characteristics, and relies on both the outer and middle ear filtering and the spectral behaviour of the cochlea. The outer and middle ear filtering is modelled by a second-order low-pass filter (Martens and Van Immerseel [@CR14]; Van Immerseel and Martens [@CR21]). The cochlear filter is modelled by a gammachirp auditory filterbank consisting of 34 filters, where the centre frequencies are equally spaced on the ERB-rate scale from 50 Hz to 8 kHz.

The HTK 3.4.1 toolkit is exploited in the Model training and recognition of speech signals. It is based on Gaussian Mixture density Hidden Markov models (Young et al. [@CR23]). In our work, the HMM is trained for each word with five observation states and each state emission density consists of the four Gaussian Mixture densities.

The recognition performance of our feature extraction method was evaluated on speech signals corrupted by real-world noisy environments. The obtained results are compared to those obtained using PLP, LPC, LPCC and MFCC.

The paper is organized as follows: After introduction, section 2 presents the speech recognition system based on the hidden Markov models. It also introduces the classic feature extraction techniques of speech signals. In section 3, the proposed feature extraction method based on an auditory filter model is detailed, while introducing the auditory filter modelling. The experimental and evaluation results of our method are discussed in the section 4. Finally, conclusions are presented in the last section.

The speech recognition system {#Sec2}
=============================

The process of the Automatic Speech Recognition system, as shown in Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, can be divided into two main modules: feature extraction and HMM based ASR (Nadeu et al. [@CR17]).Figure 1**Automatic speech recognition system.**

The HMM based ASR {#Sec3}
-----------------

In HMM based ASR, the sequence of observed acoustic vectors (O = o~1~, o~2~, o~3~, ..., o~t~, ... o~T~, where o~t~ is the acoustic vector observed at time t) associated to each word is modelled as being generated by a Markov Model (Young et al. [@CR23]) as shown in Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 2**The Markov Model with 5 states simple model (**Young et al. [@CR23] **).**

The HMM represents a finite state machine which generates, at each state change, an acoustic vector *o*~*t*~ observed from the probability density *b*~*j*~(*o*~*t*~). The changes of state occur at every time unit according to the state transition probability from state *i* to state *j* is given by *a*~*ij*~. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows an example representing the observation sequence *o*~1~ to *o*~5~ for the state sequence S = 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 4, 5, generated from a five state HMM with non-emitting entry and exit states. The HMM supports continuous Gaussian Mixture density distributions.

In the Gaussian Mixture density HMM, the probability distribution *b*~*j*~(*o*~*t*~) of being in state *j* at time *t* is given by (Young et al. [@CR23])

With *K*~*j*~ is the number of mixture components in state*j*, *c*~*jk*~ is the weight of the *k*' th component and *N*(*o*; *μ*, ϑ) is a multivariate Gaussian defined by (Young et al. [@CR23])

Where *n* is the dimensionality of *o*, *ϑ* is covariance matrix and *μ* is mean vector.

Classical feature extraction techniques {#Sec4}
---------------------------------------

The most common techniques of feature extraction for speech recognition system employ the cepstral analysis to extract the feature coefficients from acoustic signal such as the MFCC and the LPCC. The MFCC technique consists to calculate the feature vectors from the frequency spectra at each frame of windowed speech. It is based on the human ear scale known the Mel scale.

The MFCC coefficients are calculated by applying a cosine transform to the real logarithm of short-term energy spectrum which has been expressed on a Mel-frequency scale.

The Linear Predictive Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC) is extracted from the speech signal by using the Linear Predictive Coding (LPC).

The Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) is based on the modelling of the vocal acoustic tract of human beings as a linear all-pole (IIR) filter defined by the following system function.

Where *p, G* and *a*~*k*~ are respectively the number of poles, the filter gain and the poles parameters which are called Linear Prediction Coefficients. The linear prediction coefficients are evaluated using the autocorrelation method.

The Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) is based on the human auditory system characteristics. It is similar to that of LPC technique, except that the speech power spectrum is transformed by a Bark-scale filter bank, an equal-loudness pre-emphasis and an intensity-loudness conversion to take into account the human auditory system characteristics, before modelling by the autoregressive all-pole transfer function. The block diagram of PLP technique, as shown in Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} (Hermansky [@CR9]; Beigi [@CR3]).Figure 3**Block diagram of PLP technique (**Hermansky [@CR9] **).**

The proposed feature extraction based on an auditory filter model {#Sec5}
=================================================================

The proposed extraction method of speech feature for ASR is based on an auditory filter model. This model simulates the outer/middle ear filtering and the spectral behaviour of the cochlea.

Auditory filter modelling {#Sec6}
-------------------------

The auditory filter modelling represents the mathematical model which tends to simulate the basic perceptual and psychophysical aspects of the human auditory characteristics (Lyon et al. [@CR13]). This model consists of the simulation of the outer/middle ear filtering by second-order low-pass filter and the cochlea spectral behaviour by the gammachirp auditory filterbank.

The objective of outer/middle ear filtering is to increase the pressure of sound waves. This filtering is done by applying a low-pass filter that represents the sound transmission of outer/middle ear (Van Immerseel and Martens [@CR21]). It is modelled by means of the transfer function given in Equation [5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}, transformed by means of a bilinear transformation and selecting a resonance frequency (*f*~*r*~ = 2*π*/*ω*~0~) equal to 4 kHz (Martens and Van Immerseel [@CR14]; Van Immerseel and Martens [@CR21]).

The gammachirp auditory filterbank simulates the signal processing in the cochlea, in particular it allows to obtain a good approximation of the basilar membrane frequency selectivity of the cochlear filter (Irino and Patterson [@CR11], [@CR12]; Patterson et al. [@CR18]). The Gammachirp filter represents an extension of the gammatone filter with the frequency modulation factor known as the chirp rate. Its analytic complex form is defined as (Irino and Patterson [@CR11]).

Where time *t* \> 0, *a*, *f*~0~, *φ* and *c* are the amplitude, the asymptotic frequency, the initial phase and the chirp rate respectively. *b* and *n* are the two parameters which define the gamma distribution envelope. "ln" denotes the natural logarithm.

The *ERB*(*f*~0~) is the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (*ERB*) of the Gammachirp auditory filters centered around *f*~0~ (Irino and Patterson [@CR12]). The value of *ERB* is expressed by the following equation (Glasberg and Moore [@CR8]; Moore [@CR16]; Wang and Brown [@CR22]).

The ERB-rate scale represents an approximately logarithmic function which relates the frequency value to the *ERBs* number, *ERBrate*(*f*), and can be expressed by (Glasberg and Moore [@CR8]; Moore [@CR16]; Wang and Brown [@CR22]).

The Gammachirp Fourier spectrum is given by (Irino and Patterson [@CR12]; Unokia et al. [@CR20]).

Where and *Γ*(n + jc) is the complex gamma distribution.

The basilar membrane motion produced by a 34-channel Gammachirp auditory filterbank in response to a speech waveform segment is presented in Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} (Bleeck et al. [@CR4]). The waveform is the 25 ms of the word "Water" which is extracted from TIMIT database (Garofolo et al. [@CR7]). The centre frequencies of the Gammachirp filters are equally spaced between 50 Hz and 8 kHz on the ERB-rate scale. Each individual line shows the output of one channel in the used auditory filterbank. The surface defined by the lines represents the simulation of basilar membrane motion (BMM). As illustrated in Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the concentrations of activity in channels above 191 Hz correspond to the resonance frequencies in the human vocal tract (Bleeck et al. [@CR4]).Figure 4**The top panel represents the 25 ms waveform segment of the word "Water" (sampling frequency =16 kHz).** The bottom panel illustrates the simulation of BMM for the waveform segment.

The proposed feature extraction method {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------

Our feature extraction method for speech recognition of noisy speech signal is based on auditory filter modelling. The proposed method, as illustrated by a block diagram in Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, consists of seven steps. In the first step, the power spectrum is calculated by performing the square of Discrete Fourier Transform to the windowed segment of speech signal. The second step is the Outer and middle ear filtering, which is performed by a second order low-pass filter with a resonance frequency equal to 4 kHz (Martens and Van Immerseel [@CR14]; Van Immerseel and Martens [@CR21]). In the third step, the result is processed by applying the gammachirp auditory filterbank composed of 34 Gammachirp filters (Zouhir and Ouni [@CR24]), where the centre frequencies of the filter are equally spaced in ERB-rate scale between 50 Hz and 8000 Hz (Glasberg and Moore [@CR8]; Moore [@CR16]). The output is pre-emphasized, in the fourth step, by the simulated equal loudness curve. The latter allows obtaining the non-equal sensitivity approximation of human auditory system at different frequencies (Hermansky [@CR9]). The fifth step is the Intensity loudness Conversion step. The aim of this step consists in simulating the nonlinear relationship between the intensity of speech signal and perceived loudness by performing a cubic-root amplitude compression. In the sixth step, the autoregressive all-pole model is calculated using inverse DFT and the Levinson-Durbin recursion (Hermansky [@CR9]). The last step of our method consists in applying a cepstral transformation to obtain the proposed Perceptual Linear Predictive Auditory Gammachirp coefficients (PLPaGc).Figure 5**Block diagram of the proposed Perceptual linear predictive auditory Gammachirp (PLPaGc) method.**

Experimental results {#Sec8}
====================

This section evaluates the robustness of the proposed feature extraction method under various types of noisy environments.

Databases and experimental setup {#Sec9}
--------------------------------

The TIMIT database (Garofolo et al. [@CR7]) is used for all simulated speech recognition experiments. The used database is composed of speech signals sampled at 16 kHz of 630 speakers (female and male speakers) from 8 major dialect regions of the United States; each of them saying 10 sentences. We used isolated words extracted from this database. A total of 9702 isolated words were used in the training phase of the experiments and 3525 isolated words were used for the test phase. In order to evaluate the performance of our method on isolated words in the presence of various types of background noise, noisy corrupted tests sets were obtained by combining clean speech signals with suburban train, exhibition hall, street and car noises. These real-world noises were taken from AURORA database (Hirsch and Pearce [@CR10]). Five noise levels, corresponding to 0 dB, 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB and 20 dB SNR values, where applied to each tests set. The temporal representations and the spectrograms of all used noises are shown in Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 6**The temporal representations and the spectrograms of the used noises.**

The used speech recognition system is based on Hidden Markov Models. Our system employs the HTK 3.4.1 (Young et al. [@CR23]) in the recognition task. The HTK 3.4.1 is a portable toolkit which allows the construction and manipulation of HMM-GM.

The HMM topology used in our experiments is a five states left-to-right model with a four Gaussian Mixture observation probability density distribution characterized by a diagonal covariance matrix.

The Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} represents the parameters of the Gammachirp function used in Gammachirp Auditory Filter.Table 1**Used Gammachirp parameters**ParameterValuen4a1b1.019c2*φ*0

Results and discussion {#Sec10}
----------------------

For the baseline experiments, 12 coefficients of each technique were calculated from speech signal using Hamming analysis window with length equal to 25 ms and shifted with 10 ms steps.

The recognition performance of our feature extraction method has been compared to that of the classic techniques such as PLP, LPCC, LPC, and MFCC. The feature coefficients of each technique are combined with energy (*E*), differential coefficients first (∆) and second order (*A*) (12 coefficients +*E* + ∆ + *A*).

The experimental results obtained using the proposed PLPaGc feature and PLP, LPCC, LPC and MFCC feature in the noisy environments are summarized in the Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. Four different noise types noise (suburban train, exhibition hall, street and car noises) with five noise levels (SNR) are considered.Table 2**Recognition rate (%) obtained by proposed and standard methods with suburban train noise**Recognition rate with HMM-4-GMSNR levelPLPaGcPLPLPCCLPCMFCC0 dB38.5527.7721.7911.8626.955 dB65.5950.1640.4813.6249.42Suburban train noise10 dB84.7172.7460.9618.4771.6615 dB92.7485.8277.9028.9686.3020 dB95.7791.7287.0641.9692.60Average75.4765.6457.6422.9765.39Table 3**Recognition rate (%) obtained by proposed and standard methods with exhibition hall noise**Recognition rate with HMM-4-GMSNR levelPLPaGcPLPLPCCLPCMFCC0 dB37.5326.6718.338.3126.045 dB61.3648.3139.0614.6747.18Exhibition hall noise10 dB81.7369.3060.5420.6568.7415 dB90.5884.1777.9929.8784.0920 dB95.7491.4086.9240.0092.14Average73.3963.9756.5722.7063.64Table 4**Recognition rate (%) obtained by proposed and standard methods with street noise**Recognition rate with HMM-4-GMSNR levelPLPaGcPLPLPCCLPCMFCC0 dB39.8632.0325.1310.5230.645 dB65.9051.6041.7312.6550.52Street noise10 dB84.2672.9960.5116.8873.1315 dB92.8485.9376.7926.3586.3320 dB96.0091.6387.0938.0492.31Average75.7066.8458.2520.8966.59Table 5**Recognition rate (%) obtained by proposed and standard methods with car noise**Recognition rate with HMM-4-GMSNR levelPLPaGcPLPLPCCLPCMFCC0 dB45.9628.5123.1510.1329.195 dB70.8156.3746.5513.5056.14Car noise10 dB88.9480.5770.8720.6581.0815 dB94.8491.5586.0731.7492.2320 dB96.7494.8991.6043.2195.63Average79.4670.3863.6523.8570.85

As illustrated in the tables, the PLPaGc feature outperforms the four classic features in all noise conditions. For example, in the case of suburban train noise, the average of all noise levels of recognition rates achieved using PLPaGc feature is 75.47, while PLP, LPCC, LPC and MFCC feature provides respectively 65.64, 57.64, 22.97 and 65.39. It can be also observed that the recognition rates increase in all features when the noise level is decreased with respect to the signal level (i.e., SNR increases from 0 dB to 20 dB).

Conclusion {#Sec11}
==========

A new auditory filter modelling-based feature extraction method for noisy speech recognition was presented in this paper. The proposed method was motivated by the research studies of the human peripheral auditory modelling. The used auditory model consists of simulating the outer/middle ear filtering by a second order low-pass filter and the cochlea spectral behaviour by the gammachirp auditory filterbank, where the values of those centre frequencies are chosen according to the ERB rate scale. The robustness of the proposed PLPaGc feature was evaluated on speech recognition rate in real-world noisy environments. The experimental results show that the PLPaGc feature gives better recognition rates compared to four classical PLP, LPCC, LPC and MFCC feature.
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